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War
&

It’s Affects
A Soldier’s Prospective

There is a cos  
to reedom

which the Pro ecte

Will never Known

he Fields of War run red with the blood of 
soldiers and civilians alike. Damages are seen 
and unseen. There is a heavy cost to War, which 
is rarely seen or understood in the civilian sec-
tor. The soldier coming out of the battle field can 
rarely relate these effects war to their families 
let alone their friends outside of the Military; 
let alone people on the street. This is even less 
understood by the average  American Citizan. 
There is an old saying, “WHat goes on in the 
field, STAYS in the field. Unforigetlly, this is a 
very real truth for all American soldiers. The 
soldier under fire is going through things in life 
that most people back in the “Real World” (in 
The United States) have not seen or expecanced, 
with the exception of the war-time vetern, no-
one else knows what is really going on. When a 
soldier returns from the front lines of battle (or 
even from behind the lines as support) Life and 
what goes on in life has a whole new meaning.

     Soldiers seen things and expecance things 
in battle, which puts a whole new prespec-
tive on life. Something not easily expained. 
A soldier is being shot at. Has very little 
sleep. Baths are few and far between. There 
is a whole lot of time of nothing to do, then 
very suddenly out of no-where they are be-
ing shot at, or a bomb as gone off. killing 
their friends and their “Buddies.” Buddies 
are other soldiers, which they are suppose 
to look after, and visavera. Fire fights are 
intense, short, but seem like a life time. In 
the desert a soldier is hot and dry during 
the day, then be cold at night. No matter 
how seasoned a soldier is they are far from 
their home country and family. Things can 
be going on at home that does effect these 
soldiers. And, the list goes on and on. All 
these things affect a soldier emotionally, and 
mentally.
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There are many causes of war. America has always been a country which historically comes 
to arms when there is a need and the American way of life is threatened. Unforgettably, this 
is very far and few times of war so, the next generation of warrior whom are the ones ending 
up in combat are ill prepared to deal with the real horrors of war. We train our soldiers to kill 
that is the first and foremost thing which is the training of soldiers. This goes beyond the job 
speciality for which a soldier is trained to do. An M-16 is placed in all soldier’s hands in basic 
training. Even if they are going into the medical field.

n truth an good soldier doesn’t want a war. One 
really does. The fact remains thought that wars are a 
part of the human excitable. 

Did the soldier Bales do these war crimes or did 
someone else do them and Bales is being hung out to 
dry? Could Bales have had help if he was involved. 
Was this sanctioned by the military or even the unit. 
Things like this has and does happen in the Millary.

Why, are we really surprised by this. The Military 
keeps many things from the american people in the 
“Best intests of National Security,” this is not a bad 
thing. But, sometimes it can be. 
Since, the “War on Terror” has begun the Military has 
been offering up to the soldier enlistment bunouses 
to go back into combat or war zones. This is done 
knowing that (Post Traumatic Distress Disorder) 
formally called Combat fatigue is on the rise. History 

Since, the “War on Torior” has begun the Military has 
been offering up to the soldier enlistment bunouses 
to go back into combat or war zones. This is done 
knowing that (Post Traumatic Distress Disorder) 
formally called Combat fatigue is on the rise. History 
had taught the Military Brass that Combat Fatigue 
can and does translate into broken lives in both the 
Military and civilian lives. Yet, they have pointedly 
inqunorded a growing problem. Back about 2001 or 
2002 PTSD had become such a problem that there 
were even reports of soldiers committing suicide on 
the battlefield. This was and is a clear sign that there 
is a real problem out there which is being ignored by 
the Military. This is done to “conserve the fighting 
strength” but is the fighting strength of Our Armed 
Forces really being conserved. 

This war is has a long history that really does date 
back to World War II. Surprised? Most american’s 
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The affects of War run deep 
in the Human psyche. The 
experience of War includes 
watching as friends are 
killed, children killed, 
wounded or worse. Not 
Knowing if a civilian is go-
ing to shot at you or your 
friends. Patriotism is what 
brings the mondern-day 
soldier to the killing fields.
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In truth an good soldier doesn’t want a war. One really does. The fact remains thought that wars are a part of 
the human excitable. 

Did the soldier Bales do these war crimes or did someone else do them and Bales is being hung out to dry? 
Could Bales have had help if he was involved. Was this sanctioned by the military or even the unit. Things like 
this has and does happen in the Millary.

Why, are we really surprised by this. The Military keeps many things from the american people in the “Best 
intests of National Security,” this is not a bad thing. But, sometimes it can be. 
Since, the “War on Torior” has begun the Military has been offering up to the soldier enlistment bunouses 
to go back into combat or war zones. This is done knowing that (Post Traumatic Distress Disorder) formally 
called Combat fatigue is on the rise. History had taught the Military Brass that Combat Fatigue can and 
does translate into broken lives in both the Military and civilian lives. Yet, they have pointedly inqunorded a 
growing problem. Back about 2001 or 2002 PTSD had become such a problem that there were even reports 
of soldiers committing suicide on the battlefield. This was and is a clear sign that there is a real problem out 
there which is being ignored by the Military. This is done to “conserve the fighting strength” but is the fighting 
strength of Our Armed Forces really being conserved. 

This war is has a long history that really does date back to World War II. Surprised? Most american’s would 
be, if they paid any attention to the causes of why Obama (no, not the President kind) has a regiouse ventdata 
against america. There were signs of this coming vendetta long before 9/11. 9/11 is what grabbed Our atten-
tion as a Nation. Why. Because for the first time we were cause with Our Pants Down as a Nation.  …
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